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Abstract—Nowadays, users utilize web applications to perform everyday tasks in order to achieve personal goals. Personalized Web-Tasking (PWT) is the automation of such web
interactions while exploiting personal context to enrich users
experience. However, web-tasking is affected by unpredictable
context behaviour—environment, user, and infrastructure—
and situational changes. Given that current web systems are
challenged to respond effectively to such changes, we proposed
to design PWT applications as self-adaptive software systems
that exploit personal context to deliver user-centric functionalities. This paper presents our first approach implementing PWT
applications using a grocery shopping web-tasking scenario.
Our prototype PWT system transforms web-tasking knowledge
information (i.e., user’s web interactions) into RDF graphs
(i.e., runtime models that contain the user’s web-tasking). We
conclude our paper with a discussion about our results and
implementation challenges.
Keywords-Personalized Web-Tasking, Self-Adaptive Systems,
Runtime Models, Semantic Web, Context management.

I. I NTRODUCTION
At the core of smart web applications is a user-centric
model—users and their concerns become the centre of all
web interactions to improve the users’ experience by providing personalization and automation for web interactions [1].
We define personalized web-tasking as the automation of
repetitive tasks, while exploiting contextual information—
about the users and the environment [2]. Context representation is highly relevant in the realization of personalized
web-tasking systems [3].
In our vision, smart web applications implemented as
situation-aware self-adaptive software systems are important to support personalized web-tasking. First, situationawareness is the capability of the system to not only be
aware of contextual changes, but also capable to reason
about them and provide decision-making support [4], [5].
Second, there is a need for more flexible and dynamic software systems that are able to respond to unexpected context
changes, which are common in user’s daily web-tasking.
A self-adaptive software system responds to uncertainty by
performing changes over itself (structural or behavioural) at
runtime, to maintain the relevance of the system with its
objectives [6], [7].
Dynamic systems such as self-adaptive software, require
monitoring and adaptation tasks to be performed at runtime.
That is, sensing context, reasoning about adaptation, and

performing changes must not interrupt the normal execution
of the system. To achieve this dynamism and flexibility,
self-adaptive systems require proper models that can be
monitored and adapted at runtime. That is, runtime models
that represent the structure and behaviour of the system to
provide information about the current state of the system [8],
[9].
We proposed a PWT application as a self-adaptive software system, based on the DYNAMICO reference model
proposed by Villegas et al. [10], and on our runtime models [11]: (1) our PWT model to represent the concepts of
personalized web tasking, and (2) our goal-oriented contextsensitive web-tasking (GCT) model to represent the evolving
web-tasking personal goals of the user, as well as the
relevant context. Our PWT System comprises four software
modules: (i) Web-Tasking Knowledge Infrastructure, which
provides a mechanism to express personal user goals in the
form of a GCT model; (ii) PWT Model Processor, to analyse
our PWT models and generate the corresponding RDF
graphs that contain the information about the user’s webtasking; (iii) Personalization Engine, which uses personal
context information to improve the execution of the webtasking; and (iv) Web-Tasking Effector, which executes the
sequence of web interactions on behalf of the user while
managing the life-cycle of the web-tasking . Additionally,
we take advantage of the S MARTER C ONTEXT Monitoring
Infrastructure developed by Villegas [12], to provide contextawareness support.
To demonstrate the feasibility of our PWT system and
runtime modelling approaches, we implemented a PWT
grocery shopping prototype. The realization of our prototype
consisted of four major stages: (1) the implementation of our
models, (2) the definition of the information about grocery
shopping web-tasking, (3) the implementation of the PWT
system’s software modules, and (4) the generation of the
personalized web-tasking instance of a user in the grocery
shopping scenario.
The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows: Section II presents our grocery shopping web-tasking
scenario in which changing context and personalization are
required for web-tasking decision making and execution.
This scenario presents the interaction of multiple sources
of context information as well as the interconnections of
heterogeneous systems and devices. Section III describes
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our approach building PWT systems: our personalized webtasking (PWT) model; our goal-oriented context-sensitive
web-tasking (GCT) model; and our PWT System design as
a context-aware self-adaptive software system. Section IV
describes our prototype implementation in order to validate
our approach, and discusses the results. Finally, Section V
concludes this paper with a summary and a discussion over
the direction of our research.
II. G ROCERY S HOPPING W EB -TASKING
A compelling application for personalized web-tasking is
grocery shopping because its activities must be performed
regularly and involves the usage of multiple services and
diverse data sources from the web. Figure 1 illustrates the
process of the manual web tasks that a user typically follows
to accomplish a grocery shopping goal. These web tasks
are identified in the figure using rounded labels numbered
1 through 9, and are depicted as an ordered sequence
of activities. In most cases, these linked web tasks are
dependent on each other (e.g., the outcome of one is the
input of the next one).
For our scenario, the details of these activities can be
summarized as follows. In Task À the user logs into her
preferred grocery list application to find her shopping list
(i.e., a list of items, quantities, and expected purchase
prices), through a web service accessed from her browser
or mobile device. In Tasks Á and Â, for each item—and
taking into account different restrictions, such as prices,
deals, localizations, and personal preferences—the user manually selects the proper grocery stores to purchase every
item, and creates independent sublists labelling the items
with a selected store for its purchase. For this, the user

consumes web services from every preferred store’s website
to obtain location information and product prices. Other web
services might be consumed for special deals, coupons, or
discounts. In Task Ã, for every sublist the user performs
a purchase. According to Task Ä, the user must decide
between performing Task Å or Æ based on whether the
store provides online purchase services. If the user performs
Task Å, she checks out the desired items using traditional
online payment web services, and schedules the groceries
pick-up (or delivery if available) and saves it as a calendar
event. If the user performs Task Æ by shopping the grocery
items directly in the store’s locations, she schedules calendar
reminders to visit the stores of the lists, and decides about
the best time according to her availability and the stores’
hours. Finally, using mapping applications, she plans the
best route for visiting the grocery stores.
Nevertheless, it can happen that not all items can be
purchased at Task Ä. In this case, the user must perform
Task Ç to find an alternative, which implies to repeat the
process starting from Task Á for those items, but selecting
alternative criteria. Finally in Task È, the user decides
whether the process is finished and manually updates the
grocery shopping list application. For this, she must remove
those items that where purchased, update prices and budget,
and add relevant information for the next grocery shopping
process (e.g., weekly deals, calendar events, or budget).
Grocery shopping activities are affected by many contextual variables (cf. Label É in Figure 1). Moreover, unpredictable changes associated with context entities—such as
social events in the user’s calendar, availability of the items,
or budget restrictions—may require manual adaptations of
the grocery shopping process. In certain cases, the user may
be unaware of the new requirements, such as, upcoming
sales or special offers, which affect the user’s satisfaction.
At the end of the process, the user should be satisfied with
the result of the grocery shopping tasks—the majority of
the items in the shopping list where purchased and the total
spent was within her budget restrictions.
III. O UR PWT S YSTEM A PPROACH
Recently we proposed two runtime modelling approaches [11]: (1) our Personalized Web-Tasking (PWT)
model, and (2) our Goal-Oriented Context-Sensitive WebTasking (GCT) model. These runtime models define the
elements and concepts of personalized web-tasking, as well
as the representation of the personal goals of the user and
relevant context.
We proposed an abstract representation of its architecture
for PWT applications as self-adaptive software systems as
depicted in Figure 2. In our approach, we follow the DYNAMICO reference model proposed by Villegas et al. [10] to
guarantee context-driven self-adaptation support. We defined
four software modules (i.e., Web-Tasking Knowledge Infrastructure, PWT model processor, Personalization Engine, and

Web-Tasking Effector) to realize the instantiation, execution
and runtime adaptation of the personalized web-tasking. Our
runtime models (PWT model and GCT model) communicate
with all three DYNAMICO layers to provide runtime adaptation capabilities (i.e., changes in the web-tasking conceptual
elements, the PWT system infrastructure, and the system requirements). Finally, in the lower layer of our design we take
advantage of the existing S MARTER C ONTEXT Monitoring
Infrastructure proposed by Villegas [12] to support contextawareness capabilities to our system [11]. The Web-Tasking
Knowledge Infrastructure is the platform to understand the
personal user goals. The PWT Model Processor analyses our
models to extract all the information about the user webtasking and the Personalization Engine will exploit personal
context of the user to select the web-task sequence that is
to be executed. Finally, the Web-Tasking Effector executes
such web-task sequence on behalf of the user while acting
as a controller of the system.

file. Finally, to asses our approach we implemented a preliminary version of the Personalization Engine to generate the
corresponding RDF graphs that will contain the information
of the user’s web-tasking4 (i.e., web-task sequence, web
services, and preferences).
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Our PWT system approach as a self-adaptive software system.

IV. PWT A PPROACH I MPLEMENTATION
To validate the feasibility of our approach we implemented a prototype for the grocery shopping scenario. We
realized our implementation in four stages: first, we implemented our models using OWL2/RDF1 using the Protégé
ontology editor tool2 (cf. Figure 3). Second, we analysed
and selected the input data of the Web-Tasking Knowledge
Infrastructure component, that is, the information about
the web-tasking of the user required to achieve a grocery
shopping goal. Third, we implemented a preliminary version
of our PWT Model Processor component as an Apache
JENA application3 to create our GCT model of the user’s
web-tasking by analysing the data from the Web-tasking
Knowledge Infrastructure, and the PWT model OWL/RDF
1 http://www.rigiresearch.com/research/pwt/pwtOntology.owl

Protégé interface of the PWT model ontology

A. Web-Tasking Knowledge Information
To populate the information of the web-tasking knowledge
infrastructure we defined two personal goals for the grocery
shopping expressed in observable results as represented in
our PWT model [11]: (1) The numbers of items left in the
grocery shopping list application at the end of the webtasking execution should be less than 20% of the original.
(2) The total amount spent in the groceries purchase should
be within a $200 budget.
Then, we defined the elements in every web-task. That is
the execution plan, web-subtasks activities, and resources.
For instance, Table I defines the first three steps of the execution plan, and for each step its corresponding predecessor.
In this examples web-subtasks 1 and 2 can be executed in
parallel, while 3 depends on the execution of 2.
Table I
E XAMPLE VIEW OF THE EXECUTION PLAN INFORMATION LOCATED IN
THE WEB - TASKING KNOWLEDGE INFRASTRUCTURE
Exec. Order
1
2

Predecessor
0
0

3

2

web sub-task description
Get personal goal metrics
Get user’s grocery shopping list
application
Connect to the Grocery Shopping list
application (Authenticate) and retrieve
grocery list items

Similarly, the information of the resources required in
the web-tasking includes the resource name (as identified

2 http://protege.stanford.edu/
3 http://jena.apache.org

4 http://www.rigiresearch.com/research/pwt/GroceryShopping.rdf

by the PWT System), source (i.e., the IP address of the
web services, or the name of the function) and type (i.e.,
resources can be web services, data files, or local services).
Table II is an example of three resources of our scenario.
For instance GSApp represents the grocery list application
web service, and CSApp.list is the data that represents the
items in the grocery list, such as product description and
price. Also the SCCore represents the S MARTER C ONTEXT
web service that provides user’s personal context.
Figure 4. Ontology subset featuring the online grocery shopping scenario.
The dashed box represents our extension

Table II
E XAMPLE VIEW OF THE INFORMATION RESOURCES
Name
GSApp
GSApp.list
SCCore

Source
http://www.groceryWebApp.com/GList
GS App.getShoppingList m
http://200.3.193.34:9080/CtextProvider
Component /ContextProvider

Type
Web service
Data
Web service

B. Context Information
The personal context used by the Personalization Engine
is described in Table III. This information is extracted from
the S MARTER C ONTEXT Reasoning Engine developed by
Villegas [12], based on the preferences of the user and past
web-tasking interactions.
Table III

Figure 5. Visualization of an RDF graph that represent web tasks to be
executed by our PWT system

P ERSONAL CONTEXT INFORMATION REQUIRED OF THE
PERSONALIZATION ENGINE COMPONENT

Information
Grocery
Shopping list
application
Grocery
Shopping
Stores
Purchase
criteria
information
Payment information
Personal
goal metrics

Details
URL of the web service, and authentication credentials
URL of the stores’ websites in order of preference
(most preferred first)
The rules of purchase in order of importance (i.e.,
decide stores by lowest price; purchase urgent items
first; purchase remaining items first the store with
the largest list)
Type of payment (Credit card information)
Personal goals observable results, satisfaction properties, and thresholds

For the S MARTER C ONTEXT Reasoning Engine to understand our application domain, we extended the Shopping
Ontology proposed by Villegas [12], by adding the class
Grocery and its subclasses (e.g., Vegetable, Beverages, Diary, Frozen, Paper, Personal, and Baby) (cf. dashed box in
Figure 4) .
C. Observations and Results
Figure 5 presents a visualization of the resulting RDF
graph of our system. This visualization allows us to understand the final outcome of our PWT system.
Each node of the RDF graph corresponds to web-tasking
information as defined by our GCT model. For instance,
the cluster of nodes in the upper right corner correspond

to the information resources of our scenario. The clusters
in the middle represent the sequence of web-subtasks that
will be executed on behalf of the user. Each element in the
sequence is also connected to its corresponding inputs and
activities. The upper left cluster of nodes are the outputs of
the web-subtasks in the sequence. Finally the two isolated
nodes in the lower right corner are represent two satisfaction
properties (i.e., the grocery list number of items and the total
expenditure) of the web-tasking.
Using this visualization we were able to identify all the
nodes, their relation with each other (i.e., the edges of the
graph), and their stored information (i.e., PWT information).
We manually tracked the web-task sequence to validate its
representation of the web-tasking of the user according our
scenario, and if the information provided was sufficient for
the system to execute the web-task sequence on the user’s
behalf.
Our prototype demonstrates that it is possible to represent
personalized web-tasking for simple scenarios, such as grocery shopping, using our runtime models: the PWT model
and the GCT model. However, more complex scenarios
would require to model additional elements that are not
currently supported by our models such as conflict resolution
mechanisms, data type translation between web-subtasks
and web services. Likewise, in our implementation each
component in our PWT system functional behaviour is

sufficient to transform web-tasking knowledge into the RDF
graph.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
To demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of using
context-aware self-adaptive software in personalized webtasking, we presented an online shopping web-tasking scenario, our PWT system, and our two modelling approaches
(i.e., the personalized web-tasking (PWT) model and the
goal-oriented context-sensitive web-tasking (GCT) model).
We presented our PWT System prototype which was developed using different tools and technologies (i.e., Protégé
ontology editor, Apache Jena, and the S MARTER C ONTEXT
reasoning engine)
Based on our observations and results, we posit the
following technical challenges to achieve the next level
of web-tasking: (1) Refine the Web-Tasking Knowledge
Infrastructure: To define the technology requirements for the
infrastructure to reason about a user’s personal goals, and
represent them as web interactions specified in our GCT
runtime model. An important aspect in personalized webtasking is to understand the user’s behaviour and preferences
including past web interactions to be able to automate his or
her web-tasks. Despite current technologies that enable us
to record web interactions, there is no understanding of the
user’s intentions or personal goals while performing those
interactions. In fact, there is no instrumentation to measure
satisfaction that can be associated with the achievement of
personal goals.
(2) Resolve the connections between our PWT and GCT
models: We need to develop methods to specify the causal
connection between these two models explicitly and operationally, and automate this process. Moreover, manage the
propagation of changes given this causal connection. This
will also affect our personalized shopping RDF graphs that
encode information from past shopping experiences (e.g.,
preferred stores for particular items, discount cards, air miles
cards, and credit cards used for particular stores, coupon
servers used, or preferred brand items versus least expensive
items including sale-only items purchased).
(3) Broaden our context- and situation-aware instrumentation: Although our system supports the monitoring and
reasoning of context, we still need to extend its instrumentation in order to gather information from other sources,
such as social media and other devices in order to provide
better levels of personalization and automation. Likewise,
our vision is to create situation-aware systems which require
instrumentation to understand users changing situations (i.e.,
her personal goal changes) in which case, the PWT system
needs to maintain its relevance.
In conclusion, we were able to realize a implementation
of our personalized web-tasking system approach. In our
ongoing research, we investigate other sources of context
that can enhance the personalization of the web-tasking. For

example, social context which is all relevant information
gathered from the social relationships of the user. Also, we
aim to explore techniques to provide automation support to
the PWT system based on predictive analytics or data mining
algorithms.
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